"Routes could be signed as "Closed" on the ground due to hazards. Seasonal dates change annually - please check with district office at (870) 867-2101 for information.
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MAP Q

Big Game Retrieval Route

Recreation Site Types
• HUNTING SITE
• GROUP CAMPGROUND
• HORSE CAMPGROUND
• VIEW SITE/EE STATION
• INTERPRETIVE SITE (MAJOR)
• INTERPRETIVE SITE (MINOR)
• PICNIC SITE
• SPORTFISHING SITE
• TARGET RANGE
• TRAILHEAD

Cliffs
Lakes
Counties
Streams
Range District
Ouachita National Forest

Roads
• Roads Open to All Vehicles, Yearlong
• Roads Open to All Vehicles, Seasonal
• Roads Open to Highway Legal Vehicles, Only yearlong
• Roads Open to Highway Legal Vehicles, Seasonal
• State or US Highway
• Other Public Roads

Trails
• Special Designation, Yearlong
• Special Designation, Seasonal
• Trails Open to Motorcycles Only, Yearlong

Sims
Fannie
Mount Leo
Mound
Rocks Springs
Winona
Pickle Mountain
Nichols Mountain
Big Fork
Mountains
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